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(■) PROOF EXCLUSIVE: Kimberly Guilfoyle’s Congressional Testimony About

January 6 Was As Bizarre As Any the House January 6 Committee Received

This is the fourth entry in PROOF’s year-long JANUARY 6 FILES series.

I hope you’ll subscribe and RT. #J6Files

1/ This part of the PROOF analysis of Guilfoyle’s absolutely shocking January 6 testimony focuses on the last week of

December 2020, when Trump was at Mar-a-Lago plotting his January 6 coup.

2/ At the time, Guilfoyle was living at Mar-a-Lago. As was Don Jr. Guilfoyle’s top aide, Caroline Wren, was the chief

organizer of January 6 at the time. And the top donor Guilfoyle had personally developed for Trump (Julie Jenkins Fancelli)

was the chief funder of January 6.

3/ From December 22 to December 31, 2020, Trump repeatedly met with co-conspirators at Mar-a-Lago, where (again)

Guilfoyle was then living. Guilfoyle was at the time a Trump presidential adviser, a Trump campaign finance chair, a Trump

cultist, and Trump’s future daughter-in-law.

4/ If you know just these basic facts, the claims Guilfoyle made UNDER OATH to Congress will absolutely blow your hair

back.

5/ But the claims I’m referring to are just the tip of the iceberg given that the January 6 Files—infinitely more important and

accurate than #TheTwitterFiles—have established that Congress has evidence Guilfoyle participated in Witness Tampering.

#J6Files https://t.co/5fPYwEoOAg

6/ What I think Americans don’t understand is that dozens of Trumpists lied to the House January 6 Committee—and the

Committee knew it. But the Committee, and the witnesses who appear to have lied, ALSO knew that the GOP was likely to

shut down the HJ6C prematurely. Which it did.
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7/ What the #J6Files do is dive deep into the testimony of some of the most dangerous Trumpists in America to continue the

work of the now-defunct House January 6 Committee—because it never got the chance to unravel all the lies it well knows

were told to it by the coup plotters.

8/ As most readers here know, I was consulted with by the House January 6 Committee and the PROOF project is followed

by many members of that Committee—and its staffers. I am honored to have enough of a platform via Substack to continue

in a meaningful way work the GOP shut down.

9/ This is a year-long project that a) will be only one part of the journalism PROOF offers this year and b) will ultimately be

several hardcover books’ worth of content. If you’re interested in following the #J6Files, I urge you to consider the cheaper

annual PROOF subscription.

10/ I suppose I should also mention that the first thing that happens when you subscribe to PROOF is that you get full

access to the book in the NYT-bestselling PROOF series that deals with January 6, Proof of Coup: How the Pentagon

Shaped An Insurrection. https://t.co/naGMowl1tL
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